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Spectacular views outside the
cockpit were available when
David Adams was not glued to the
Chelton Flight Logic EFIS inside
a C182. See page 10 for details
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Obtaining the
JAR Instrument
Rating
by Christof Edel
“Obtaining the JAR Instrument
Rating is impossible. It really
is a commercial rating - an
IMC rating will do just fine for
a PPL or perhaps wait for the
European IMC rating, it will
be more attainable. In a single,
an IR is just pointless – you
really need to fly twins. Just get
an FAA-IR, everybody does it.”
This, and more along these lines,
was the well-meant advice I was
given in 2003 when I seriously
looked at obtaining a JAR SingleEngine IR. This advice was the
single biggest obstacle I actually
encountered, as it stopped me from
pursuing the idea for two years.
Fortunately, in 2005 I got “that
itch” again, and decided to do it
anyway, not ignoring the advice,
but treating it as a few snags to
watch out for. What follows is my
account of how it worked out for
me, starting in November 2005
and finishing a year later almost to
the day.
The starting point: a low-time
PPL with “ideas above his station.”
I am a low-time “weekend pilot”
(JAR PPL, 39 years, 300 hours,
IMC & Night, full-time employee,
no business related flying) nothing to write home about. My
landings are probably below, but

my radio navigation above average
for that experience. At some stage
in the future, I want to instruct
because I like flying and teaching,
so a CPL is also in the books,
maybe for 2007 or 2008.

The theory – limited choice
IR-only theory provider choice is
very limited (see sidebar on page
2) – only three providers offer it in
the UK. In my case, I also planned
to do CPL theory (for instruction)
at a later stage. After looking at
the syllabus on the JAA website
and after discussing my options
with Roger Henshaw at GTS, it
quickly became clear that ATPL
theory would take less time away
from work for consolidations and
exams than CPL and IR, be more
flexible (monthly exams, not every
2 months) and cost less, so I signed
up for ATPL theory, which has
about 20% more content than
CPL/IR.

November - mass and
balance issues
A huge, heavy box with the
manuals arrived the next day.
GTS sets out a detailed schedule
of the subjects to study with
regular self assessed exercises. I
found Navigation, Radio-Nav and
P2►
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Time
away
from
work
for
theory
consolidation
is probably the
biggest
obstacle
for a
PPL/IR
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Obtaining the JAR Instrument Rating
continued from page 1

Classroom training with Cabair

Meteorology very interesting, although at times a bit irrelevant.
For example, I now know how a VOR really works, but am not
sure how this helps me to fly better… The syllabus is full of
this sort of stuff. On the other hand, some areas are woefully
underrepresented or not practical enough, e.g. icing, and don’t get
me started on air law..
Spending most of my evenings and weekends studying, I made
good progress, and by mid-December decided to go for the
February exams.

January - Module 1 Consolidation
To minimize time off work, I agreed to replace the first week of
the two-week consolidation with 1:1 tuition, which worked well.
Roger at GTS was very accommodating; he even rearranged bits
of the course to make this possible. However, he also made clear
that this would not work for Module 2 – a shame, really, as time
off work is quite expensive.
The consolidation course was a good mix of revisions and
practice tests with extensive de-briefings. The instructors used
the wrong answers to flush out weak areas and cover these in adhoc revisions rather than just giving the right answer – definitely
superior to a question bank. This experience has actually changed
my opinion on the consolidations - while I still think they should
not be mandatory, they were definitely valuable. I would probably
buy one week only, not four.

Fitting in at an ATPL school
With the first seven exams passed, I started talking to schools
about the course. Normally schools advise students to have all
theory exams passed before starting training, but with approval by
the head of training it is possible to start earlier. I signed up with
Stapleford Flight Centre, as they had a good offer and were more
than an hour’s drive closer than any other IR school.
Stapleford is geared towards training modular ATPL students,
from PPL through CPL, ME and IR with an operation to match.
Not all of these students are full-time, especially on the PPL side,
but most CPL and IR training takes place during the week and is
multi-engine on DA42s or Senecas. While this means that aircraft
availability for single-engine IR training is good on week-ends,
choice of instructors is a bit limited but by agreeing to different
instructors in the simulator and air made it a bit easier to fit in,
and neither aircraft nor instructor availability was ever a problem.
Planning two sorties per weekend should allow me to finish training
around August (50 days x 2 sorties at 1 hr 20 on average = 66 hours,
leaving room for cancellations). To get started, we scheduled two
simulator slots per weekend.

February - theory exams
The actual exams were as you would expect - sit in a room and
mark A, B, C or D for a few hours. The only difference from
PPL or IMC exams are a) the location b) the cost and c) the time
it takes to score them (three weeks until you know if you have
passed).

JAR IR Ground-School Options
UK Providers:
I Atlantic Flight Training in Coventry
(2 modules), www.flyaft.com.
I Cranfield Aviation Training
(3 modules), www.cranfieldaviation.co.uk.
I Ground Training Services in Bournemouth
(2 modules), www.gtserv.co.uk.
Course options:
Four-month crammer – with AFT (Coventry) or GTS
(Bournemouth). These courses have two modules, making it
possible to study seven weeks, consolidate one week, do one
set of exams and then do it again for module two. With the
CAA only setting exams every two months, this is the shortest you can do. Of course, you can give yourself a bit more
time by starting studying for module one earlier.
I Six-month course – this is the CAT (Cranfield) model, which
uses three modules - learn seven weeks, consolidate one, then
test, all that three times. As this adds a trip to Gatwick and a
week for consolidation, this is probably not a good option if
time off work is an issue.
I
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The eight-month
course – again with
AFT or GTS, but
taking longer for
each module. Anything slower could
of course also work,
but is probably too
slow - it depends on
how much you can
retain half a year
after learning it.
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Single or Twin – Does it Matter?
The Rules:
I An IR obtained on a single engine aircraft is only valid on singles, a multi-engine IR is valid on both single and twins.
I The SE course is 5 hours shorter. A later upgrade requires 5
hours training plus a new skill test (without the airways sector).
Training Restrictions in Singles
I Flying a single in IMC with low ceilings is a personal choice,
similar to SE flying at night. While you might have made the
choice to accept the risk of an almost inevitable serious crash
after an engine failure, the instructors probably haven’t.
I Apart from that, “public transport” flight under IFR in singles
is only allowed with ceilings above 1,000 ft, and flying schools
might stick to that limit or something similar in their rules.
I Icing at FL90, which is a typical flight level to reach on your airways sector, is frequent in spring and autumn and not unheard

Piper Senecas can make good IR training platforms
of in summer, which can restrict flying in the final third of the
course.
Hence, simulator in late winter, flying in spring and finishing late
summer.

March and April - boring holes into a virtual sky

a beautiful day rather than in the dark simulator, I was finally
going to learn another difference between CPL and PPL flying
- the five yard checklist. While my normal checklist does not even
include the magnetic compass except for - obviously – using it to
check the HSI and noticing in passing that it has not mysteriously
disappeared overnight, the CPL version is “Magnetic Compass
– no cracks, no apparent leaks, fluid is clear, no discolorations,
no bubbles, deviation card present and readable”. Similarly, an
altimeter check involves twisting the knob in both directions and
a check that the needles cross without snagging. After this flight,
my instructor pointed me to the course manual, and I spent every
evening the next week practicing checklists until I can do them in
20 (!) minutes.

The first session was familiarization with the simulator to get
used to its control forces - surprisingly realistic - and to establish
my present instrument flying skills. Climbs, descents, turns in all
variations and combinations, then an NDB track, hold and ILS,
which all went well except that I crashed the sim on landing. The
next few sessions were dedicated to a take-off, various NDB hold
entries followed by some precision and non-precision approaches
at all airfields that I could fly to on the test. All that took eight
hours and was more of a consolidation of previous flying to IR
standards and not very challenging for an IMC rated pilot. The
lower minima and the requirement of a “stabilized approach” were
easily met.
Next were airways and skill test profiles, with a take-off at
Cranfield, departure to Daventry, Airway, SID or direct to a
destination, ILS, go-around and IFR outside CAS to Cranfield,
finished off with an NDB hold and a NDB approach to land.
For a twin, this would be followed by asymmetric go-around and
an asymmetric NDB approach to land, but flying single engine
I could skip that part. This is when the first differences between
IMC and IR skill levels emerged, and my weaknesses started
showing: ATC liaison, checklist discipline and a lot of safetyrelated cross checking. There is no tolerance for sloppiness, and
many practices are trained that you won’t find in CAP 413, e.g.,
when “cleared for the NDB approach” responding “cleared for
the NDB approach, descending 1,650 ft, QNH 998 set” to help
catching the two most dangerous things you could do at this stage
- descending to the wrong platform altitude or with the wrong
QNH set.
Also, the requirement is to use the checklist in flight for
all checks, and this together with relatively high workload on
departure I found quite difficult – the only real IMC departures
I ever did before were at Biggin and were very low workload by
comparison. Once on the airway, there are old habits to unlearn
and new ones to learn, e.g. how to properly set radios at a
waypoint to allow you to check that the OBS for the VOR is set
correctly and not 10 degrees off.

Flying for real - a wake-up call
Once in the air, things came apart quickly. Departure and basic
instrument flying were OK, but I was really struggling with trim/
pitch changes when setting flaps and operating the undercarriage.
All my IMC rating training was in a fixed-gear Warrior and
approaches were flown clean, and my previous habits in a Saratoga
involved dropping the gear in the intermediate approach, so
not much to do there. Now the gear comes down shortly before
reaching the glideslope, the flaps are set on intercept, and my
initial ILSs were stabilized too late. My go-arounds were even
worse, with a tendency to lose climb on flap retraction. Also, with
the actual aircraft being a lot less stable than the simulator, work
overload and poor checklist discipline raised their ugly head again.
Quite sensibly, the next few sorties were reserved to the whole
variety of configuration changes, stalls and recoveries in IMC
before moving back to approaches, which we flew at Southend.
Each flight is concluded with a “VMC only” practice VOR
approach at Stapleford, so being based at a non-IFR airfield is not
much of a factor.

Disaster strikes - Jury service and work abroad
Sometime in January, I got called up for jury service in May right during the planned theory consolidation for Module 2. That
was still OK, pushing exams from June into July, when it turned
out that I would be on a project in Israel for most of July and
August, so all of the sudden I was out of commission for almost
two months - with theory running late as well.
P 20 ►

The CPL experience
After a total of 17 sim hours, we decide it was time to move on
to the aircraft, so I booked my first sorties. Glad to be out on
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INTELLIGENCE REPORTS
By Matthew Stibbe

Whither Berlin Tempelhof?
Berlin’s famous
Tempelhof airport is
due to close in October
but it may have received
a temporary stay of
execution. Operators
challenged a local court’s
recommendation that
offered only an extra
year and there remains
the possibility that it might continue in operation as a business jet
terminal and health centre. The Economist reports that it might
become the home to a new university formed by the merger of
Berlin’s Free and Humboldt universities. It’s a long shot but as the
article says, “Miracles can happen at Tempelhof – as the Berlin
airlift shows.” (There is a member organised weekend fly-in to Berlin
Tempelhof planned for 4th/5th August, 2007 before it closes – or doesn’t.
Express an interest to Steve Dunnett (Meetings@pplir.org) – Ed.)

Matthew Stibbe is editor of ModernPilot.com,
the free online magazine for pilots
FAA to mandate ADS-B by 2020

T

he FAA will mandate ADS-B equipment to gain access to
certain airspace by 2020. As previously reported, the FAA plans
to roll out countrywide coverage for the system. It promises ATCstyle traffic awareness without radar coverage. The rules are likely
to follow the pattern set by existing Mode-C veils around major
airports. More information: www.faa.gov.

Ae270 Ibis cleared for work
The Czech Civil
Aviation Authority
granted AERO
Vodochody an
Airworthiness
Review Certificate
for its Ae270 on
19th December
2006, which
means that the
single-engine
turboprop can
begin type
training and
aerial work.
The large cabin
aircraft can seat
up to ten people.
The plane was
certified by
the FAA at the
beginning of
2006 and by
EASA at the
end of 2005.
In the words of a company press release, the Czech authority’s
certificate means the “start of Ae270 commercial operation.” More
information: www.ae270.com.

Ahhh, Spitfire. Ahhh, Concorde
David Glen
has spent the
last eleven
years building
an intricate,
beautiful 1/5th
scale replica of
a Spitfire Mk1.
His attention
to detail is astonishing. Witness the 19,000 hand-drilled rivets. It is
now on display at the Royal Air Force Museum. Next up, a P51D
Mustang. So we’ll be covering that in 2017. Then there’s Ross
Mallett of the Save Concorde Group who hopes to raise the money
necessary to get a Concorde back in the air in time for the 2012
London Olympics. Pilots and model makers aren’t the only ones who
admire great aircraft. Concorde was the winner of the Great British
Design Quest run by the BBC last year. The Spitfire was runner up.
To misquote Henry Kissinger, it’s a shame they both couldn’t win.
We used to make planes in England, you know. More information:
http://www.hsfeatures.com/features04/spitfiremkidg_1.htm and
http://www.save-concorde.co.uk/.

Is there a pilot on board?
A 150-hour Cessna 182 pilot was called on to assist the first officer
of a Continental Airlines Boeing 757 after the captain collapsed
and died at the controls. Stephen Brown heard the request that
all private pilots dread (and secretly dream of): “Is there a pilot on
board?” He helped the pilot with radio work, flaps and lowering the
undercarriage and the first officer made a normal, safe landing. An
interview with Stephen Brown is available online: www.avweb.com/
alm?podcast20070129&kw=Flash.

ILS failure video
This video from New Zealand reveals a little known failure mode
in the Instrument Landing System. On 29th July 2000, an Air
New Zealand 767 was
making an instrument
approach when the
autopilot appeared to
capture the glideslope
normally but the aircraft
started descending very
quickly. “Something in
my mind said things
were not quite right,” said
the first officer. Watch
the video for full details:
http://youtube.com/
watch?v=GelRBhJ4gmI.
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Thielert upgrades
Engine manufacturer Thielert reported record sales and profits
in 2006 from its range of diesel- and Jet A1-powered Centurion
engines, which power Diamond’s DA40 and DA42. The company
also announced that it was planning to replace the Mercedes-derived
1.7 litre engine with a more robust 2.0 litre of its own design. The
new engine has the same power output as the old one – a modest 135
hp – and the company intends to replace all 1,500 existing engines
with the new model in due course.
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The fastest piston-engined single in the
world, the new Mooney Acclaim

How to defeat terrorists

Mooney is fastest. Official
The new Mooney Acclaim has just been certified. The 280 kt cruise
speed at 25,000 feet beats the Columbia 400 by two knots. So there!
More practically, it will do 200 knots at 10,000 feet and has a range,
with extra tanks, of 1,600 nm. The new model replaces the Bravo.

Javelin faces new FAA requirements
ATG’s $2.8m fighter-style jet, the Javelin, sports two engines
mounted side-by-side in the fuselage. The fact that they are so close
together and next to a fuel tank and critical flight controls has given
the FAA pause. They are likely to require the company to install
extra fire detection and suppression systems to ensure that a problem
in one engine does not cause a catastrophic failure. Although this
requirement is unique to the Javelin’s unusual design, it is not
uncommon for the FAA to issue special conditions before certifying
new aircraft and the company does not anticipate any problems
certifying the new plane.
VIP private jets, including the Queen’s Flight here in England,
military transports and El-Al passenger aircraft are fitted with
anti-missile defences to protect them against terrorists armed with
shoulder-launched surface-to-air missiles such as the Russian SA-7
and the American Stinger, shown below.
The US Department of Homeland Security is evaluating
options for defending airliners against this threat. They have
equipped a FedEx MD-10 with a trial anti-missile defence system
that uses laser to throw heat-seeking missiles off course. Tests
will continue through March although it is not clear how viable
this approach is when the likely costs of equipping the US civil
fleet will run into billions of dollars. You might ask yourself how
terrorists could acquire such missiles. One possible source is the
CIA, which supplied Stingers to the Mujahedeen in Afghanistan
during the Russian occupation.
We have previously reported on New York State’s plans to
subject private pilots to background checks. Now Ohio has
come up with its own scheme to protect citizens against airborne
terrorists. When pilots wish to renew their annual aircraft
registration they must now sign a declaration stating that they are
not involved in terrorist activity. That’s really going to work, isn’t
it? I’m sure Ohio folk feel safer already.
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2006 a bumper year for Cessna, Cirrus,
Columbia and Diamond
Columbia delivered 185 aircraft last year; despite delays certifying
the Garmin G1000 glass cockpit and a hailstorm that damaged
60 aircraft. Cirrus had an equally record-breaking year with 721
deliveries, up 20% on 2005. Austrian manufacturer, Diamond’s
sales were up by 33% compared to 2005. Cessna managed 1,239
aircraft, of which 865 were piston aircraft and 67 turboprops.
The rest were business jets. An analysis for all manufacturers can
be found at: http://www.gama.aero/resources/statistics/dloads/
2006ShipmentReport.pdf.

WANTED! New column writer for Intel Reports
Unfortunately, Matthew Stibbe is unable to continue with the
excellent work he has put in to Intelligence Reports due to business
commitments. We are therefore looking for a new volunteer to take
up the column. Regular press releases and suitable material will be
forwarded by the editor, it’s just a matter of researching and
compiling the interesting stuff. If you are interested please ring
David Bruford on +44 (0)1823 461 310 or email him at
editor@pplir.org.
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Autopilot Operations with GPS
By Paul Turner
Analogue v Digital

A

utopilots have been providing faithful
.assistance in light aircraft for many years
but older units were not designed to take
advantage of modern GPS. New GPS systems
now offer today’s GA pilot an unprecedented
level of sophistication and, with the recent
introduction of WAAS, can provide ILS-like
approach control with vertical guidance down
to Cat I minimums. But how can we get the
most out of modern GPS whilst still using
our 30-year old pilots? This article examines
two phrases that have been introduced into
the modern pilot’s lexicon that will help in
using the GPS features now available: autoslew and roll steering.

Auto-Slew
Auto-slew is the term used to describe
the automatic adjustment of the Course
Deviation Indicator (CDI) on the aircraft’s
HSI (or, as Bendix/King likes to call it,
the Pictorial Navigation Indicator, PNI).
Airliners have benefited from auto-slew
ever since the introduction of EFIS over 10
years ago, but this feature has only relatively
recently been introduced to light aircraft with
the availability of electronic HSIs (EHSIs)
such as the Sandel SN3308 or the more
recent SN3500. Bendix/King also provides
an EHSI with the KI-825.
With older mechanical HSIs such as the
Bendix/King KI 525A or the Century NSD360A, the pilot has to rotate the CDI so
that it aligns with the intended track. This
is important since when the autopilot is in
Navigation Mode, it’s the deviation on the
CDI that controls the aircraft’s flight path.
What’s the big deal, you may ask? On a
cross country flight with a dozen or so legs
the pilot might have to adjust the CDI every
15-30 minutes. Hardly a tiresome exercise!
However, GPS is changing the rules and
we are starting to see complex area navigation
procedures that may require frequent track
adjustment in order to avoid noise-sensitive
areas or provide approaches into difficult
terrain that would otherwise be impossible to
achieve with line-of-sight VOR navigation.
The aim of auto-slew therefore is to ease
pilot workload by making sure the autopilot
always follows the flight plan loaded into the
GPS. Auto-slew is easy to use as it is fully
automatic. Every time the GPS reaches a new
turn-point it sends a signal to the EHSI to
rotate the CDI indicator to the new course.
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The Sandel SN3500 EHSI provides autoslew capability where the CDI is rotated
automatically to the current GPS course
What happens next depends on the type
of autopilot installed. With a Bendix/King
autopilot the aircraft is turned immediately
to align with the new course. Further small
adjustments will then be made as necessary
to correct for drift.
With an S-TEC autopilot, the aircraft will
initially continue to fly the original course.
It’s only when the CDI starts to deviate that
a turn command is sent to the autopilot.
S-TEC autopilots are therefore much more
likely to over-shoot the turn point and for
this reason they were the first autopilot
manufacturer to develop roll steering.

Roll Steering
The objective of roll steering is similar to
that of auto-slew, namely to ensure that
the autopilot tracks where the GPS is
programmed to go. However, it achieves this
aim in a completely different way. Whereas
auto-slew only controls the CDI, roll steering
uses the information available from the GPS
to compute heading information in advance.
This is achieved by a computer that knows
exactly where the aircraft is now (by using
GPS position) together with knowledge
of where the aircraft is programmed to go
next (from the GPS flight plan) in order to
compute the required heading change to
achieve a smooth and precise track over the
ground and prevent any over-shoot of the
turn point. When roll steering is engaged,
the CDI setting is irrelevant as it is no
longer used by the autopilot. However it is
recommended that the pilot continues to
adjust the CDI to the required track in order
to maintain situational awareness. Of course,
this will have to be done manually unless an
auto-slewing EHSI is also fitted!
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In order to understand how roll steering
works it is first necessary to explain how
the autopilot receives information. Early
autopilots only process analogue voltage
signals from the navigation instruments
which result in simple fly left/fly right
commands. These signals may come from a
heading bug when the autopilot is operating
in Heading Mode or from a CDI when
operating in Navigation Mode.
Roll steering operates via a separate digital
signal, using an ARINC 429 data interface
between the GPS and autopilot. When the
autopilot is capable of receiving the ARINC
interface, roll steering data commands from
the GPS are used instead of the left/right
analogue signals normally received from the
heading bug or CDI.

Integrated Roll Steering
The simplest implementation of roll steering
is where both the GPS and the autopilot are
able to utilise the ARINC 429 interface.
Most modern GPS systems now provide this
capability. For example the Garmin GNS480
and GNS430/530 all provide roll steering
outputs. The Bendix/King KLN-94 is also
capable of generating roll steering commands
but it has a slow 3-second refresh rate which
can provide problems for some autopilots.
As for autopilots, the S-TEC 55X has
integrated roll steering capability which is
easily engaged by pressing the NAV button
twice.

S-TEC 55X autopilot with integrated roll
steering. Just press NAV twice to activate. The
letters GPSS appear diagonally in the display
to indicate that roll steering is engaged
The Bendix/King KFC-225 autopilot
also accepts roll steering commands along
with the earlier KAP-140. However, since
auto-slew works much more effectively for
Bendix/King autopilots, roll steering is less
important. For Bendix/King systems, no
pilot switching is required as the autopilot
makes use of a validation signal that’s
transmitted along with the roll steering
commands. All the time the autopilot is
in Navigation Mode and a valid signal
is present, the autopilot will engage roll
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steering. If the valid condition goes away then
the autopilot automatically switches back to
using the analogue signals from the CDI.
The valid signal is dropped, for example,
when the GPS loses satellite coverage or if the
pilot switches from GPS to VOR/Localiser
navigation.

Connecting the Bendix/King KLN-94 and
KFC-225 provides integrated roll steering
The biggest advantage with integrated roll
steering systems is ease of pilot operation. For
both S-TEC and Bendix/King, roll steering is
achieved with the autopilot set to Navigation
Mode. If the pilot changes to Heading Mode,
then the autopilot will follow the heading
bug as normal. This is important as we shall
see later.

Add-On Systems
The advantages of roll steering are so
appealing that we are starting to see a
number of manufacturers providing retrofit
devices that enable roll steering commands
from modern GPS units that can be used
with existing autopilots. The leading
contenders in the add-on market are the
GPSS Converter provided by Meggitt/STec which has been designed exclusively as
an add-on module for any of their existing
S-TEC autopilots and the GDC-31 Roll
Steering Converter from DAC International,
which works with a wide range of different
autopilots. The Steering Assist Module
(SAM) from Icarus Instruments has also
recently received FAA STC approval.
Although the equipment varies, all operate
in essentially the same way by driving the
heading channel on the autopilot. The two

main components of a retrofit system are
a computer and a switching mechanism.
The computer does the job of calculating a
heading adjustment using the same ARINC
429 data interface from the GPS used in
integrated systems. However, since older
autopilots don’t have an ARINC interface,
the roll steering computer creates an artificial
signal that imitates the analogue signal
created by the heading bug on the directional
gyro or HSI.
The switching mechanism is connected
to the roll steering computer and provides
the pilot with the ability to select which
signal should be used when the autopilot
is in Heading Mode: either the analogue
signal provided by the heading bug or the
artificial signal computed by the roll steering
computer (see diagram).
Switch
HSI

HDG
GPS

Analogue signal
to A/P heading
channel

GPS

Roll Steering
Computer

ARINC
data interface

Roll Steering Add-On System

Pilot Operation
Anyone interested in installing an add-on
roll steering system in their aircraft will
need to have a good understanding of how it
operates together with its limitations. Add-on
systems are still very new and so far there has
been little practical experience, especially in
Europe.
With any complex avionics system, an
important consideration is how the pilot
knows what’s going on. This is achieved by
what is referred to in engineering jargon
as “annunciation”. In simple terms, this is
a description of the warning lights used to
show which system is currently active.
The switching mechanism on roll steering
systems has two settings and therefore
two annunciation lights. Systems vary but
typically these are labelled either ‘GPS’

or ‘GPSS’ when the autopilot is receiving
roll steering commands from the GPS and
‘HDG’ when the autopilot is tuned into the
heading bug on the HSI.
This is not necessarily as straightforward as
it may seem. Consider the following apparent
contradictions that show how confusing this
could be to the unwary pilot:
1) With roll steering switched to GPS,
“heading” corrections are provided to the
autopilot. With roll steering switched to
HDG, there are no autopilot heading corrections.
2) In order for the autopilot to follow GPS
navigation with roll steering, it has to be
set to Heading Mode.
This gets even more confusing when using
a Garmin 430/530 GPS which can provide
both VOR and GPS tracking as there are
now two sets of annunciation lights to
consider: one shows which navigation source
is being sent to the CDI and one shows
which heading source is being sent to the
autopilot. If the pilot selects VLOC mode on
the GPS and GPS mode on the roll steering
switch, the roll steering annunciator will start
flashing to tell the pilot that this is an invalid
combination.
Also, if you are lucky enough to own a
WAAS enabled GPS, you will need to set
your autopilot to Navigation or Approach
mode in order to pick up the glideslope.
Since add-on roll steering systems only drive
the heading channel, a WAAS approach
must be conducted without roll steering.

Certification
Although many of the new add-on roll
steering systems now have FAA STC
approval, they do not yet have blanket
approval in Europe for installation in a
certified aircraft. So installation in anything
other than an N-Reg aircraft could involve
a long delay and/or expensive certification
fees. So if you have an old Bendix/King
autopilot and can’t wait to get the benefit of
automatically tracking a GPS flight plan,
then an auto-slewing EHSI may be
the way to go.

Key features of roll steering and auto-slew

The GPSS Converter can be added to any of
the early Meggitt/S-TEC autopilots
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Roll Steering

Auto-Slew

Provides ability to track a GPS course automatically
without pilot intervention

Yes

Yes

Works best with S-TEC autopilots

Yes

No

Works best with Bendix/King autopilots

No

Yes

Can be used with ILS and Localiser signals

No

Yes

Requires an EHSI

No

Yes

$1,800$2,500

$8,000$12,000

Approximate cost of add-on roll steering converter
compared to an EHSI with auto-slew (exc. GPS & fitting)
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EUROSTUFF
By
John Pickett

Background checks
The EU may reject demands for criminal checks on all pilots
following an active lobbying campaign by IAOPA Europe.
Germany and some other EU states are calling for anti-terrorism
checks to be carried out on all pilots, and applicants for pilot
licences, who fly motorised aircraft.
The demand for checks appears to be based upon a
misconception of the background of the pilots who carried out the
9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Centre.
The 9/11 attacks used large commercial air transport aircraft. The
terrorists needed to know how take control of the aircraft and steer
them towards their targets. It is highly unlikely that a potential
Islamic terrorist could be identified by background criminal
checks. A self-launching motorised glider would surely come off
worse in a collision with the Eiffel Tower.

AVGAS prices set to rise

ADS-B deployment approved by FAA

I

n the last issue of Instrument Pilot the issue of the exemption from
EU minimum excise duties were discussed.
However, the European Commission decided not to propose an
extended exemption.
This means that all EU member states will be obliged to apply
EU minimum excise duties on aviation fuel for private flying. The
minimum excise duties currently apply in 15 of the member states.
The remainder will have to comply.
The Commission decision does allow member states “…whose
private pleasure flying sector will suffer difficulties from the end
of the excise duty exemption, to adopt unspecified measures aimed
at “…alleviating or mitigating problems of transition to the regime
of standard taxation”.
In the UK the duty on AVGAS is about 2p a litre below the
EU minimum for unleaded motor fuel. The difference between
AVGAS and leaded motor fuel is 29p per litre. Whichever way,
AVGAS will go up in price!
The other issue involving duty is applicability. The Commission
use the phrase “private pleasure flying”. The definition of which
includes the use of an aircraft by the “owner or the natural or legal
person who enjoys its use either through hire or through any other
means, for other than commercial purposes”.
This indicates that training for an Instrument Rating may not
qualify! One way of reducing fuel costs is by routing your flight
through the Channel Isles. The islands are part of the UK but not
part of the European Union.
Consequently you can get duty and tax free fuel without filling
in copious forms. The three Channel Isles airports, Alderney,
Jersey and Guernsey all show a substantial saving on fuel costs
and landing fees. Besides the already duty and tax-free fuel, AOPA
members can claim an additional 5% discount in Jersey and
Guernsey on production of a current AOPA membership card.
Charles Strasser, the proactive chairman of the Channel Island
region of AOPA UK is quoted as saying “Aircraft departing from
the UK and routing through the Channel Isles can claim duty
drawback on the full amount of fuel carried and bought in the
UK since their last foreign flight”. Current fuel prices in Jersey
and Guernsey for Avgas is 0.75p per litre and JETA1 0.54p with a
further 0.375p and 0.37p off, respectively, for AOPA members.
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Following a UK CAA representative describing ADS-B as
“immature”, the American FAA has approved funding for the next
phase of ADS-B deployment. The FAA plan is for nationwide
deployment of ADS-B to transform the nation’s airspace system
by 2025. The intent is to change from a ground based system to a
satellite-based system. The FAA states “With real-time situational
awareness in the cockpit, aircraft will be able to fly closer together,
resulting in a significant increase in airspace capacity”.
Meanwhile....

Garmin announces new low-cost Mode S transponder
The row over the implementation of Mode S is ongoing. The CAA
has recently published a large document detailing responses received
during the “consultation” period. The CAA has now got to work
out a way of implementing a policy that has considerable opposition
from the aviation community.
Garmin has launched a new “low-ish” cost Mode S transponder
that it says meets “European flight regulations without breaking the
bank”. The GTX328 is designed to serve VFR/Class 2 aircraft as
a straightforward retrofit. The price is 2,995 USD plus VAT/TVA
in Europe. The unit does not have TIS, EHS or ADS-B functions.

Helicopter training differences
The follow-up to the saga of the amendments to the JAR FCL2 –
Helicopter Flight Training is that the UK has taken Amendment
3 into law and Europe has adopted Amendment 5. Result harmonization?
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General aviation discussion paper

piston helicopters this means the training has to be done on a twin
turbine engine machine. Prior to starting the IR course the pilot has
to do a type rating on the aircraft he or she is going to use for the IR
(H) skills test. Georgina’s article goes on to say that “For the majority
of the students this is their first twin and first turbine, and it is a
huge step from the H269 – so the management aspect of handling a
complex aircraft is more the problem”.
The conclusion seems to be that there is no very definite
conclusion. One pilot thought that the experience of training for
both the FAA and the JAA IR was invaluable to him. Even so he
needed to do an extra ten hours, on top of the minimum 15 hours, to
achieve the standard required.

The European Commission has recently published a discussion
paper about General Aviation. The Commission recognises the
significance and growth of GA.
The paper invites all stakeholders to comment on the areas of
concern including:
1. Access to airports and airspace.
2. Access to recreational activities and the introduction of a leisure pilot licence.
3. The growth of business and corporate aviation and the emergence of a new generation of very light jet aircraft.
4. Fractional ownership of aircraft in relation to the overall distinction between commercial and non-commercial aviation.
The discussion paper can be downloaded from the European
Commission’s website www.ec.europa.eu. Comments should be
returned by the 1st April 2007.

Bulgaria

New VLJs for Europe
The market for the new generation of very light jet aircraft (VLJ)
is buoyant. It is reported that the Eclipse Aircraft have twenty
orders for the Eclipse 500 in Europe. 13 are set to go to the UK,
three to Sweden and four to Germany.

GPS trials completed in the UK
The UK CAA has completed trials of GPS approaches at some six
UK airports. Despite a lower than expected number of approaches
being flown it is anticipated that following the evaluation by
Leeds University the CAA may authorize some GPS Nonprecision approaches in the near future.
Bulgaria became a member of the European Union on the 1st of
January this year. In order to avoid being safety blacklisted the
Bulgarian authorities have banned five freight aircraft operators
from operating into the EU. They are also being prohibited from
operating to Norway, Iceland and Switzerland. Meanwhile the EU
has banned Pakistan from operating certain aircraft into Europe. All
Pakistan International Airlines aircraft, except for Boeing 777s, have
allegedly been banned from flying into to 27 European countries
after 8th March 2007 because of safety concerns.

JAA move
As of March 2007 the JAA moved to the offices of EASA in
Cologne, Germany. The JAA Training Facility remains in the
Netherlands.

UKGAS 78
UKGAS 78 is the CAA registration mark given to a new simulator
installed in Tiger Helicopters Ltd simulator hall at Shobdon Airfield
in Herefordshire in the UK.
January 2007 saw the commissioning of the CAA Qualified
Synthetic Training Device (STD). The machine is built into the
fuselage of a redundant Agusta 109. It is approved for Instrument
rating (H) Training, Instrument Rating Instructor course training
and Multi-crew co-operation course training both VFR and IFR
(A new JAA course requirement.) The machine has a 250 degree
seven channel visual system with two visual databases, one for IFR
navigation and the other for visual navigation that even includes two
North Sea oil platforms.

Old and not bold
A recent study has shown that older pilots show less decline in
their aviation skills, over time, than their younger peers.
Dr Joy L Taylor has conducted a research programme over three
years of 118 pilots ranging in age from 40 to 69. Her findings
are that “highly skilled pilots have built expertise that can offset
the loss of certain skills that comes with ageing. The findings
have implications for understanding the competence of all older
workers, not just pilots.” So say I at 69!

FAA IR before JAA IR?
Georgina Hunter-Jones writing in the magazine “Helicopter Live”
questioned the value of obtaining an FAA Instrument rating
(Helicopters) before starting the conversion training to a JAA IR
(H). In the USA an IR can be done in a single engine helicopter. The
majority of the training is centred on GPS and VOR aids. There is
little or no training in the use of ADF and NDBs. The holder of a
FAA IR (H) wishing to convert to a JAA IR (H) is only required
to complete 15 hours of training back in Europe followed by a
Skills Test. However, in the real world the 15 hours of training is
inadequate to reach the standard required of a JAA IR.
There are other differences. The JAA IR (H) training can only
be done on a twin-engine helicopter. Since there are very few twin
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FLIGHTLOGIC
Synthetic Vision EFIS
By David Adams

“

Unlike
other
glass
cockpit
systems,
the
Chelton
EFIS
shows
you
terrain
with its
synthetic
vision
system

S

ome might claim that glass
cockpits in GA aeroplanes don’t
give you much more than you can
get from an HSI and a moving
map GPS. This certainly can’t be
said of the FlightLogic Electronic
Flight Instrument System (EFIS)
from Chelton Flight Systems. The
typical installation has two displays
on which you’ll find everything you
need to conduct VFR or IFR flight in
three dimensions. Unlike other glass
cockpit systems, the Chelton FlightLogic EFIS shows you the terrain over
and toward which you are flying with
its “synthetic vision” system. Terrain
and other obstructions are shown in
real time, with the correct perspective
relative to the aeroplane’s position.

Not only that, but also unlike other
systems, it provides both lateral and
vertical guidance through departures,
en-route and arrival procedures.
It uses a different paradigm for
displaying information to the other
glass cockpit systems found in GA
aeroplanes which tend to mimic
traditional instrumentation; the
Chelton system is more akin to the
“heads-up” display found in modern
jet fighters.

Approved retrofit
The Chelton EFIS is an aftermarket system which is approved
for installation in a wide variety of
aircraft. I spent a dozen hours flying
the Chelton EFIS with Field Morey

in December amongst the beautiful
mountains of Oregon. Field is quite
possibly the world’s most experienced
SEP instrument flying instructor,
with tens of thousands of hours of
instrument instruction alone. He
fitted the Chelton EFIS to his turbo
retractable Cessna 182 about 12
months ago. He says he considered
upgrading to a new Turbo 182 with
a Garmin 1000 glass panel system,
but felt it didn’t give him enough over
what he already had, with his HSI
and Garmin GNS530 system. Fitting
the Chelton EFIS meant he could
keep both the 530 and all the other
avionics he already had. All these
devices interface with the Chelton
system and provide a comforting

,,
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level of redundancy. Unlike in a
Garmin G1000 equipped aircraft, if
the Chelton EFIS fails you still have
the Garmin 530, HSI etc - state of the
art not so very long ago. The Chelton
screen is smaller than a G1000 or an
Avidyne FlightMax one at 6.25 inches
by 5.5 inches. It’s bigger than the 530
and the resolution is much higher
and of course, it is readable under any
lighting conditions.
Inside each display is an individual
processing unit, a
shared WAAS GPS
receiver, an air data
computer, an attitude
and heading reference
system (AHRS) and
various interfaces to
the other avionics. The
system will output to an
autopilot, providing roll
steering instructions.
Chelton are apparently
working on a version
which will also output
pitch instructions for
automated vertical
navigation.

Highway in the sky

Primary flight display

of the runway. To fly the course
you simply make sure that you fly
“through” the boxes. It sounds
simple and in reality, it is. If flying
an instrument procedure the HITS
will guide you in to and around a
hold, a DME arc or a procedure
turn, guiding you both laterally and
vertically. Because you can see not
just the box closest to you but four
boxes beyond that, you can anticipate
the next as you pass the first. The
active runway is also depicted in the
correct perspective for its position
and dimensions. I flew a 10 mile
final approach to a runway solely
using the EFIS for guidance: I looked
outside for the first time at 40’ and
was squarely above the runway
threshold, a couple of seconds from
the flare. This works for any runway
in the system, not just those with
instrument approaches. Field and
other pilots have successfully flown
approaches this way right down to
the tarmac.

The Primary Flight Display (PFD)
shows the same information that
you find on the traditional six-pack
of instruments or on the G1000 or
FlightMax - an airspeed tape on the
left (which also shows dynamically
adjusted indicators for Vx, Vy and
other critical speeds, G-corrected in
real time which of course a traditional
ASI doesn’t show), an altitude tape on
the right with a VSI and a heading tape
across the top. The attitude indicator
is intelligent in that when you don’t
really need it, it disappears. If you start
to bank in either direction the angle of
bank indicators appear. If you climb or
descend you’ll see at least 10 degrees of
scale either side of your current pitch.
And if you’re in an unusual attitude,
large chevrons will point you back
towards straight and level. Within
2000 feet of the ground your height
above ground level is shown in the
middle of the PFD plus an indicator to
show how this is derived - this depends
on the particular installation but could
be GPS-based, barometric or from a
radar altimeter. If retractable landing
gear is lowered three circles are shown
beneath the aircraft symbol in the
middle of the display.
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So far so good, but everything so far
is pretty common in glass cockpit
aircraft. On the Chelton, course
guidance is provided using a series
of boxes shown on the PFD, which
Chelton call the “Highway in the
Sky” or HITS. The space represented
by these boxes is actually very small,
just 320 feet high and 400 feet wide
- they’re about half the width of an
ILS localizer at the approach end

Flightpath marker
But it is not the HITS that make
precise control of the aeroplane
so simple. And it’s certainly not
the representation of the attitude
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indicator, the directional gyro or
even the CDI you see on other glass
cockpit displays. Instead it is three
small lines and a dot which show
up on the PFD: the flight path
marker. The beauty of this small
representation of your aeroplane is
that it shows you not where you’re
pointed as with a traditional attitude
indicator, but where the aircraft
is actually going. The distinction
is subtle, but it takes all the brain
work out of things like
compensating for a
cross wind. At 10,000’
over the Cascade
mountains of Oregon
we had 60 knots of
crosswind, which
pushed the “where am I
going” indicator a long
way from the “where
am I pointed” one, but
as long as you keep it in
the green boxes, you’re
proceeding precisely
on course, with greater
precision than an ILS
localiser and glideslope.

3D terrain
Combined with the three
dimensional representation of the
terrain beneath you, you can see if
you’re going to clear a particular
mountain peak or other obstruction.
If the flight path indicator is above
the terrain then you’ll miss it. The
rendering of the terrain is designed
to give true depth perception,
including a blurring of the terrain
contours as they reach the horizon,
hidden line removal and so on. The
system incorporates a full Terrain
Awareness System (TAWS) which
provides various warnings - these
are annunciated by a friendly voice,
stating for example that you are
deviating from your target altitude,
getting too close to the terrain,
sinking on approach etc. It’s a
forward looking terrain system,
which means it doesn’t just look at
the ground beneath you, but that
which you are projected towards.
Traffic is also presented on the three
dimensional display in the right place
with range and relative altitude, plus
it is annunciated verbally if it gets too
close. Various other warnings are also
spoken - deployment of landing gear,
altitude loss after take-off, etc.

“

Course
guidance is
provided
using a
series of
boxes
shown
on the
primary
flight
display
called
highway
in the
sky or
HITS
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“

The
MFD
also
shows a
constantly
updated
prediction of
your
poweroff glide
touchdown
point
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The map
flight
display
(MFD)
shows a
plan view
of your
route and
can be
zoomed
very
quickly. It
redraws in
the blink of
an eye

Map flight display
On the right of the PFD on the
typical installation is the map flight
display (MFD). This shows a plan
view of your route in a similar
way to other glass cockpits, over a
detailed terrain map. The map can
be zoomed very quickly - it redraws
in the blink of an eye, no matter how
much information is being presented.
Unlike the G1000 or FlightMax,
when making a turn a small white
line is shown, projecting your path
forward. Affectionately known as the
noodle, this tiny bit of information
is incredibly useful in instrument
flying. For example, when flying a
holding pattern, or intercepting a
localizer or other course, simply bank
the aeroplane until the projected
white line overlies the displayed
course. As you come through the turn
you intercept your desired course.

Power-off glide area
Given that the EFIS knows your path
through the air, which way the wind
is blowing and the altitude of the
terrain below you, it can also show
you a constantly updated prediction
of your power-off glide touch down
point. It shows this on the MFD as a
ring surrounding your aeroplane in
the middle of the display.
In common with the G1000 and
FlightMax, the MFD also displays
various air data: a dynamic wind
vector, the current cross wind, outside
air temperature, the ISA temperature,
density altitude, true airspeed and
ground speed.
On start-up the system takes a
couple of minutes to initialise. It
automatically sets the altimeter to the
ground elevation level of the nearest
IFR runway. It’s not perfect, but it’s

usually very close and will probably
be good enough if you did forget to
set the appropriate pressure setting.
You then confirm the amount of fuel
you have on board.

Flight planning
For a typical airways flight, one
enters the desired waypoints in a
flight plan. Planning a route is similar
to any other IFR GPS system. It
helpfully plots the relative position
of each waypoint as you enter it, so
gross errors can be spotted very easily.
The Chelton not only knows about
airways, it knows their minimum
en-route and crossing altitudes
too. We flew various airways trips
without referencing an IFR chart
in the aircraft even once. If using a
departure procedure this is selected
for the originating airport. The
initial clearance altitude is entered
as a target altitude, so the HITS can
provide guidance right off the runway
and through the departure procedure
in three dimensions. If being vectored
one simply hits the heading button
and dials in the desired heading. As
different altitudes are assigned one
simply dials them in and follows
the HITS up or down accordingly.
During installation it is programmed
with the climb performance of your
own aeroplane. It uses a three degree
descent angle and this alleviates the
need for conscious descent planning;
just fly through the green boxes.

Instrument approaches
As with most systems, the approach
can be loaded in advance or as
required during the flight. Not only
does it understand all instrument
approaches, but it has the vertical
guidance for them too. We verified
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the altitudes against an approach
plate before commencing the
approach, but having done so the
whole approach can be flown without
reference to the plate. It will continue
to provide guidance to the missed
approach, pictorially indicating the
entry to a hold as required.
The MFD can be turned in to a
PFD with a single button push in
the event of a failure of the primary
display. Sure enough, commenting
that flying the HITS seemed to make
everything just a bit too easy, Field
pulled a circuit breaker or two and
the screens went black. But with a
slaved HSI and a GNS530 to revert
to, it wasn’t too stressful. Restoring
the power to the devices took them
through their initialization process
despite being in turbulence as a result
of 50 knot winds rolling over the
mountains a couple of thousand feet
below. The G1000 is designed for
mid-air restarts, but the FlightMax
generally cannot be relied upon to do
this.

Summary
The Chelton EFIS is a phenomenal
system which brings new levels of
situational awareness to general
aviation, comfortably exceeding even
that available from the other large
display glass cockpit systems. Is it
perfect? Well, even leaving aside the
cost which is not to be sneezed at, no,
it is not absolutely perfect. One of the
biggest complaints is that currently
you cannot overlay weather satellite
weather information on the moving
map (although you can overlay data
from a sferics device). Chelton are
said to be working on it. The user
interface is generally very intuitive,
but there are a couple of small things
which could definitely be made easier.
For example, if you create a new
flight plan you then have to scroll
through all the existing flight plans to
activate the one you just entered when
in fact it strikes me as likely that the
flight plan you are most likely to
want to activate is the one you just
created. Field’s biggest complaint is
that you can’t modify an instrument
approach by, for example, deleting an
approach waypoint, as you can on a
Garmin system. These niggles aside,
this is an amazing system if you can
afford it.
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Beyond the PPL/IR
An overview of recurrent and advanced training
Part one of a two part article by Vasa Babic,
PPL/IR Europe Executive Committee member
Introduction

G

etting an Instrument Rating
is one of the biggest steps in
the flight training hierarchy, in
terms of the learning it requires and
the capabilities it makes available.
However, beyond the initial IR,
there is both a need for practical
learning on how to operate in the
IFR environment and a continuing
effort to maintain currency, especially
given the pace of change in airspace,
regulations, procedures and avionics.
This article is about the options a
PPL/IR pilot has for further training
beyond the initial Instrument Rating
and its annual JAA re-validation or
FAA Flight Review (BFR). Why
might these be interesting? I have
found a number of motivations:
I Currency: offers alternative means
of keeping current and improving
skills.
I Cost: some training options can
be relatively inexpensive, especially
for the pilot whose marginal cost of
flying is high because they rent an
airplane or operate a high-performance type.
I Intrinsic interest: training can be
fun and worthwhile in of itself.
I Increased capabilities: training can
help extend the scope of flying you
can undertake, and perhaps defray
some cost or insure you against
future regulatory challenges.
I Incremental achievement: many
post-IR training options are attainable in quite manageable steps and
require little or no renewal or currency – it’s a nice upwards ‘ratchet’
that accumulates over the years.
I Safety: most importantly, training
has safety benefits which apply well
beyond the minimum needed to
earn and maintain the pilot privileges you use.
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I have done most of the FAA fixedwing options and dabbled in some
of the JAA professional training, so
the emphasis here is on ‘advanced’
airplane training, which I think is
most relevant to a PPL/IR, rather
than ‘parallel’ alternatives like
aerobatics, tail draggers, helicopters
etc. It is also very much an overview,
intended to provide some ideas and
suggestions rather than a detailed
analysis of courses and requirements.
In particular, when it comes to
Commercial and Instructor licences,
I do not aim to give an exhaustive
précis of LASORS and FAR 61&91.
Please treat the article as a pointer to
these authoritative sources.

Standard recurrent training
Everyone is familiar with the JAA
12 month re-validation(1) or the
FAA requirements for the BFR and
6-month instrument currency(2).
Personally I find the JAA approach
to be a reasonable minimum, but a
fairly rigid and formulaic one – when
I used to do these regularly in a
Seneca at Bournemouth, I got the
feeling the aircraft knew its own way
around the standard training routes
and I certainly knew the tracks,
navaids, idents and procedures
from memory. I tend to prefer the
more modern “scenario” and “line
orientated” training methods, but
there’s no question that the JAA
revalidation is a solid foundation
for IFR flight. The FAA approach is
less formally demanding, but places
the demand on pilots (and BFR
instructors) to adapt training to their
personal requirements – used wisely,
this flexibility should increase, rather
than minimise, the training a pilot
does.
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Other recurrent training
There are 3 main options for recurrent
training beyond the basic requirements
of your IR and Licence:

Ad hoc training at a flight
school or with an instructor
on your own airplane
Some schools and instructors
are a bit bewildered by someone
electing to train when they don’t
have to. In terms of flight schools, I
would prefer a Commercial Flight
Training Organisation (FTO),
whose instructors are experienced
professional pilots, but you need to
find one that’s flexible and willing
to serve an ad-hoc PPL/IR customer
who is not a full-time airline cadet.
For instruction on one’s own airplane,
the UK IRE/CRE list in the PPL/IR
website’s ‘Getting a Rating’ section(3) is
a good start.
Another option, as modern aircraft
become increasingly available at
flight schools, is to try training on
new designs like the Cirrus SR20 or
Diamond DA42, or on a familiar type
fitted with Garmin G1000 or Avidyne
avionics. Personally, after hundreds
of hours in tired old club trainers, I
have found my interest in small piston
aircraft rejuvenated by flying some
of the new types; in its 2006 variant,
even the humble C172 feels completely
transformed.
Ad-hoc dual flight instruction
is perhaps most useful for a pilot
who flies less than they find ideal
for currency. For a PPL/IR flying
regularly, an hour or two of dual is
always useful, but may be somewhat
limiting, given the familiarity of routes
and approaches near one’s home base,
and the narrow set of failures which
can be simulated in-flight.

“

The US
has a
strong
culture
of recurrent
training,
supported
by insurance
requirements
and the
size of
the GA
fleet
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Ad hoc training on FNPT2
simulators
I think that the latest generation of
FNPT2 simulators(4) are the most underused resource in GA recurrent training.
The list of simulator training advantages,
especially for the pilot who is current in
normal aircraft operations, is a very long
one: cost per hour, intensity of useful
training per hour, ability to simulate
many kinds of failure, ability to practice
distant or inaccessible procedures etc.
For twin pilots, the advantages are
particularly compelling, given the limited
range of engine failures that can be safely
simulated in an aircraft (and the further
limitations careful engine management
may impose).
A couple of years ago I went to BCFT at
Bournemouth and developed this 5 hour
ME-IR recurrency course to brush-up
after a lull in my flying:
I Session 1, 1.5hrs: JAA IR test format,
to get up to speed with the Sim
I Session 2, 1.5hrs: JAA IR test format
but with lots of unexpected extras (eg.
engine failure immediately after takeoff , zero-zero takeoff and landing,
various system failures)
I Session 3, 2hrs: LOFT (Line-Orientated Flight Training)-style scenario(5)
involving a difficult route, unplanned
diversion, multiple failures etc.
I consider this the minimum annual
training I need to safely use my FAA IR
privileges in full, complemented by a VFR
check (ideally staggered by 6 months) to
keep my JAA MEPL-CR current. Having
both done an initial 5-day training course
for my Cessna 421C on a type-specific
FTD (Flight Training Device) and flown
generic FNPT2 Sims, I think that, as long
as you are current on your airplane and
familiar with its systems and emergency
procedures, a generic Sim of the
appropriate SEPL or MEPL class will have
80-90% of the value of a type-specific
one, for just about any piston airplane.
The advantages of Sim training are
increasing as more pilots transition
to advanced avionics like the Garmin
G1000, and as the need for GPS approach
and P-RNAV procedure training becomes
more prevalent.
One option I suggest would be to find a
willing school with a GNSx30-equipped
FNPT2 and a full European IFR database
and to create a 5hr course which combines
your IR renewal with a GPS approach and
PRNAV training endorsement(6). This
could consist of:
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A. Ground study (should only be a few hours
reading)
I read the Garmin GNSx30 series manuals
and training materials if required(7)
I study the Jepp Instrument Procedures
Guide book on GPS approaches if
required(8)
I read all of Jens Gjerlev’s excellent and concise book ‘Instrument Flight Procedures’(9)
B. FNPT2 training: agree a syllabus with
your instructor to cover your requirements, which might include:
I 1.5hrs of JAA IR renewal using overlay
procedures on the Garmin GNSx30
I 1.5hrs practising pure GPS approaches
(eg. the UK trial ones)
I 2.0hrs practising RNAV procedures and
approaches (eg. at LHAM Schipol, which
has a plethora to choose from), ideally
covering all of TGL10.5 (see reference 6)
If satisfactorily completed, your instructor
should be willing to endorse your logbook
accordingly. A pilot with less GPS experience
could focus on normal flying in this kind of
course, whilst a more expert GNSx30 user
could include various aircraft and avionics
failures (eg. GPS Loss of Integrity and
reversion to non-RNAV procedures).

Formal simulator courses at US
schools
The US has a strong culture of GA
recurrent training, supported by insurance
requirements and the size of the GA aircraft
fleet. A number of Simulator schools(10) offer
4-6 day Initial courses and 2-3 day Refresher
courses on specific advanced piston and light
turbine aircraft types. The format of each
day is usually 4 hours of ground school on
systems and performance, and 2-3 hours
training in a full-visual FTD, built from an
actual aircraft cockpit. Some also offer 2-day
“generic” multi-engine or single-engine IFR
refreshers.
These courses are not cheap; they work
out at US$600-800 per day. Generally, it is
more economical if two people do a course
together and share an instructor, or if you
are a regular with the school and eligible for
loyalty discounts. The quality of service and
facilities is very high – they are designed for
business people with their own airplanes,
rather than airline cadets on a tight budget.
You do not need TSA/AFSP approval or
a visa, and some of the locations can be
combined with a family holiday.
On balance, I would recommend the
Initial courses most strongly for pilots
making a major transition towards more
complex piston aircraft. You are really
combining two types of learning: differences
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training for a specific type and recurrent
training on that type. A pilot with limited
multi-engine time moving up to an Aerostar,
C340, C421, Navajo or B60 Duke may
find an Initial course essential, whilst an
experienced Seneca pilot moving to a Baron
probably wouldn’t.
For a European pilot who has to travel
to the US, I think the 2-3 day type-specific
recurrent courses are not as efficient as the
generic FNPT2 training described above,
unless you either fly a light turboprop or
fly an advanced piston type infrequently
enough to merit formal brush-up training
on its systems and operation. For example,
in September 2006, I planned a trip to
Arizona to do a Simcom refresher on the
421C. However, with 150hrs on type in
the prior 12 months, I did not feel the need
for many classroom hours on the 421 and
chose instead to do a Beech King Air B200
Initial course. This was an enjoyable way
of both learning about turbine aircraft and
getting recurrent IFR training (but with the
disadvantage that the B200’s single engine
performance bears no resemblance to a
piston twin). Since most of the training in
this article is ‘elective’, nothing stops you
from choosing courses you find fun and
interesting.
In summary, the four US schools listed
in Reference 10, below, offer great training
options; essential ones for transitioning
to some complex aircraft types, and nonessential ones which might be attractive given
a pilot’s personal inclination, travel schedule
and overall currency. For FAA certificate
holders, they can also meet IPC, BFR and
high altitude endorsement requirements.
Have a browse of the websites listed, and
call the schools if you are interested. I found
Simcom perfectly willing to tailor courses
and schedules to one’s individual preference,
if, for example, you had a free day on a
business trip and simply wanted to spend
the maximum time in the FTD practising
engine failures after take-off in your twin
type.

Commercial Pilot Training
FAA Commercial Pilot Certificate
For an experienced FAA Private Pilot, the
requirements to upgrade to a Commercial
certificate are quite modest. There is a single
written test which covers the same ground
as the Private test, with additional material
on Commercial privileges and currency(12).
There are some detailed flight experience
requirements, most of which a PPL/IR will
already meet(13).
Separate check rides are needed for single-
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engine and multi-engine Commercial privileges.
My advice is to get whichever is easiest for you to
earn the initial commercial certificate, and add-on
the other at a later time if you want. The multiengine commercial check ride can be combined with
an initial multi-engine IFR one – there is no real
difference except some tighter tolerances, and it is a
relatively “easy win” if you can get the extra study for
the written test done. The single-engine commercial
check ride is similar to the Private Pilot one, with
tighter tolerances and some additional manoeuvres
(chandelles, lazy 8s, turns around a point). If you
can generally fly to the FAA Practical Test Standard
(PTS), you may only need a few dual hours to
practice the manoeuvres.
Of course, you may never use the Commercial
privileges, so why bother? There is no reason in
particular, but a number of items might make it
worthwhile relative to the not-excessive cost and
effort:
I sharpen-up your VFR and general handling skills.
I meet the BFR requirements by passing a check
ride.
I earn the distinction of a Commercial certificate,
valid for your life-time.
I potentially, gain some safeguards against more
restrictive European requirements in the future.
An ICAO CPL already exempts you from some
of the training for an initial JAA CPL and, as I
understand it, lets you meet JAA renewal, rather
than initial, standards for some audiogram and
Class 1 medical requirements.
I for $30-40 an hour more, you could do the
single-engine training on a G1000-equipped
C172 and thus complete a G1000 conversion at
the same time.

FAA ATP
For the determined FAA pilot with 1500hrs or more
(I hope to be there in a few years!) the ATP is also
a fairly attainable step. It is still only one written
exam, albeit with a much heftier syllabus. The check
rides are ME/SE Class specific, to quite demanding
tolerances, and, unlike the commercial PTS, include
IFR procedures. The FAA ATP offers some good
short-cuts to the frozen JAA ATPL (including
exemption from theory course classroom attendance)
but not to the 500hrs multi-crew time needed to ‘unfreeze’ it.
Given that ‘grandfather rights’ tend to be respected
when new regulations are introduced, the FAA ATP
is also the ultimate step for the European Foreign
Registered Aircraft (FRA) operator who fears being
forced into the EASA licensing system or fears that,
at some future time, the most advanced airspace and
GA aircraft types may become inaccessible to the
plain PPL.
Part 2 of this article, in issue 61 of IP will cover the
JAA CPL and various FAA and JAA Instructor ratings,
including the very accessible JAA Class and Instrument
Rating qualifications. The article is available
in full at www.pplir.org.
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References and Notes
(1) JAA IR renewal, see LASORS Section E1.5
http://www.caa.co.uk/application.aspx?categoryid=33&pagetype=65&applica
tionid=11&mode=detail&id=1591
(2) FAA IR currency, see 14 CFR 61.57
http://www.access.gpo.gov/nara/cfr/waisidx_06/14cfr61_06.html
(3) PPL/IR list of UK IREs/CREs
http://www.pplir.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=201
(4) Examples of modern FTD types
http://www.flyelite.ch/en/index.php
(5) Example of FAA scenario-based training syllabus for the PPL/IR
http://www.faa.gov/education_research/training/fits/training/aircraft/media/
MTSU.pdf
(6) JAA TGL10 PRNAV crew training requirements see section 10-5 page 18
http://www.ecacnav.com/downloads/Tgl10jaa.pdf
(7) Example of FAA scenario-based training syllabus for the Garmin
GSN430/530
http://www.faa.gov/education_research/training/fits/training/aircraft/media/
GNS530_430_Syllabus.pdf
(8) Jeppesen ‘Instrument Procedures Guide’
http://www.jeppesen.com
Home >Aviation Training >Pilot Training>Aviation Library >Jeppesen Aviation Materials>JS312407 - Jeppesen Instrument Procedures Guide
(9) ‘Instrument Flight Procedures’ by Jens Gjerlev
http://www.aurinko.no/fcts.htm
(10) I have been loose with my terminology in this article because the term ‘Simulator’ formally refers to an approved full-motion trainer, typically for turbine
aircraft. The GA “ Simulators” are flight and procedure training devices, with
a variety of FAA and JAA designations.
(11) US Simulator training schools
Simcom: wide range of GA aircraft courses and generic ME & SE IFR
Refreshers
http://www.panamacademy.com/business.asp?id=281
RTC: wide range of GA aircraft courses and generic ME & SE IFR Refreshers
http://www.rtcpilot.com/index.html
Flight Safety: courses on high-performance Cessna, Piper and Beech types
http://www.flightsafety.com/searchresults3.php?home=my&catId=1&groupId
=2
CAE Simuflite: focused on turboprops and business jets
http://www.caesimuflite.com/index.html
(12) FAA Commercial written test software (highly recommended)
http://www.dauntless-soft.com/PRODUCTS/GroundSchool/commercial.asp
My advice on US written tests is to study the books and then practice with
this software until you can score over 90%. The better your written test score,
the easier a time you will have in the oral exam.
(13) FAA Commercial requirements, see 14 CFR 61.129 also 121-133
http://www.access.gpo.gov/nara/cfr/waisidx_06/14cfr61_06.html
(14) JAA CPL requirements, see LASORS Section D1
http://www.caa.co.uk/application.aspx?categoryid=33&pagetype=65&applica
tionid=11&mode=detail&id=1591
(15) Schools providing JAA CPL theory courses
http://www.flyaft.com/contentok.php?id=78
http://www.gtserv.co.uk/courses.htm
http://www.cranfieldaviation.co.uk/cpl.html
(16) See this excellent website for free samples of all the JAA theory paper content
http://www.atpl.gs/
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Pilots’ Talk

Dates for your diary

PPL/IR Europe AGM
Saturday 28th April 2007

N

otice is hereby given of the PPL/IR
Europe Annual General Meeting Saturday 28th April 2007, Gate IV Lounge,
Passenger Terminal Building, Biggin Hill
Airport, Biggin Hill, Kent TN16 3BN.
Programme:
10.30
Arrivals, coffee/tea
11.00–12:15 Morning Seminar
I Lord Rotherwick. The Parliamentary
Aviation Group and GA. How we in
GA can talk with a powerful single voice
to influence Aviation, and how the PAG
can serve us in achieving our needs.
12.15–13:15 Lunch
13.15–14:30 Afternoon Seminar
I Steve Copeland. The use of oxygen in
general aviation flying. A presentation
and discussion on the use of oxygen in
general aviation IFR flying and demonstration of portable equipment designed
for use in light aircraft.
14.30–14:45 Afternoon coffee/tea
14:45–16:00 AGM (see below)
16:00
Close and Departures
The formal bits of the AGM (that we have
to publish to be legally compliant) are:
1 To receive the Minutes of the AGM held
on 6 May 2006.
2 To receive the Chairman’s report.
3 To receive the report of the directors and
the accounts for year ended 31st December 2006.
4 To receive reports from other officers.
5 To note the resignation from the board of
directors of Ole Henriksen (in September
2006) and advise that Nigel Everett who
retires by rotation is not standing for reelection.
6 To re-appoint Ian Chandler as a director.
7 To appoint Stephen Dunnett as a director.
8 To appoint such other directors as have
been nominated in accordance with the
articles of the company.
9 To transact any other ordinary business
of the Company.
10 To receive any pertinent comments from
members.
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If you can’t attend and want to vote
on any matter, as a member you have the
right to appoint a proxy. Proxies must be
received at the registered office by post or
by electronic means not less than 48 hours
before the meeting. Contact Steve Dunnett
via meetings@pplir.org for a proxy form.
Cost: £15/€25 payable to the meetings
organiser on arrival at Biggin, to cover
meeting room hire, teas/coffees and Saturday
lunch. Participants are responsible for airport
landing and parking fees. Biggin Hill airport
management have agreed 50% reduction
on landing fees, provided aircraft details
notified in advance (via registration form,
below, by deadline Monday 23rd April).
Booking forms on page five of Instrument
Pilot issue 59 or from the website at http://
www.pplir.org/index.php?option=com_cont
ent&task=view&id=111&Itemid=78.

8.33kHz – 15th March
Paper copies of the information notice
are available free of charge on request
from: 8.33@eurocontrol.int. For further
information regarding the 8.33 kHz channel
spacing:
I access the 8.33 kHz web based training
package: http://elearning.eurocontrol.
int/IANS/ATC/ATCR/ETT_verticalexpansion/wsVerticalExpansion/intro.html
I visit the 8.33 kHz website: http://www.
eurocontrol.int/833.

31st March 2007
31st March 2007 is still the final date for
ELS (Elementary Mode S) as is required
for aircraft flying in mandated controlled
airspace. If your aircraft was subject
to requiring EHS (Enhanced) then it
should already have it (normally applies to
+5700Kgs or higher performance aircraft).
You will need it to continue to fly IFR in
controlled airspace but see: http://www.caa.
co.uk/docs/810/DAP_SSM_AIC492005.pdf
or AIC49/2005 which gives fuller details.
The UK CAA home page also gives links
to the Eurocontrol web site from which you
can get information of applicability in other
EC States where there are some differences
(despite the Single European Sky policy!)
(Paul Draper)
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Egypt Air Rally - 14th to 24th April

AOPA Egypt is organising the fifth annual
Egypt Aero Rally in April, offering all
European pilots an opportunity to fly in
this magnificent country with minimum
difficulty and maximum safety and
enjoyment.
The ‘Pyramids 2007’ rally will run from
April 14th to 24th and full details can be
obtained from AOPA-Egypt chairman
Ahmed Maher through their website www.
aerorallyes-egypt.com. The website is written
in English, French and German.

Highlands and Islands spring tour,
May bank holiday 2007
For full itinerary, booking form and hotel
reservation details see the website at www.
pplir.org > Events > Future Events or email
Linda Mollison (Linda@pat.uk.com) or
Steve Dunnett (Meetings@plir.org).

Malta Air Rally - Saturday 30th
June to Wednesday 4th July 2007
The annual Malta Air Rally extends a warm
welcome to PPL/IR Europe members and
their wives/husbands/friends. Organiser
Captain George E. Kissaun advises that
extended stays after the rally can be arranged
if they are informed by entrants of their
intentions.
They can also offer those who cannot
join the crew on board the aircraft the
same facilities and the same low prices
to encourage as big a group as they can
manage. Any enquiries on this and any
matter can be made by email to George on
kissaung@mail.global.net.mt who advises:
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“We also encourage Instrument rated pilots
to take the opportunity of taking some
new PPLs as crew. They would certainly
benefit the experience for the future. RAF
Cosford are well on their way with cadet
and experienced crews and together with
several CFIs and their families for this year’s
Rally. So keeping my fingers crossed, we will
have a lovely time.” Details of previous years’
rallies can be seen at http://www.geocities.
com/maltarally/main.htm.

4th/5th August, 2007 weekend fly-in
to Berlin Tempelhof - before it closes
Full details are posted on the website under
Events > Future Events and in the Forum
> General Discussion > Berlin Templehof.
Express an interest to Steve Dunnett
(Meetings@plir.org).

September 2007
The Spring trip to Spain and Morocco
booked up very quickly indeed there appear
to be a number of disappointed members.
Therefore, can I have indications of interest
in a tour in September say to the Greek
Aegean Islands, day trip into Turkey out via
Czech Republic (one night) and back via
Venice or a Croatian island (one night) about
nine days in total? No need for commitment
at this stage and no promise it will happen.
Contact Jim Thorpe (depchair@pplir.org).

Airfield updates

Carlisle Airport, Cumbria was sold to
WA Developments International, parent of
the well-known haulage company Eddie
Stobart Ltd, in April 2006. The airport
site was seen as a possible location for the
combined headquarters of Eddie Stobart
and WA Developments, leading to a £20m
development programme at the site to create
a modem regional airport able to handle
airfreight alongside a huge warehousing and
distribution centre. Development options
under consideration by StobartAir include
either resurfacing of the current runway
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or building a new runway slightly to the
north of the existing one. http://www.
carlisleairport.co.uk.
Exeter International Airport, Devon
(details in Airfield Notes at http://www.
pplir.org/pplir/viewtopic.php?t=721&sid=fda
edc426c458d4716d02ab7d7f99c4a has been
sold by its local authority owner for £60m
to Regional and City Airports (Exeter) Ltd,
a consortium of London City Airport and
construction company Balfour Beatty.
At Oxford (Kidlington) Airport,
Oxfordshire ground works were started
in January 2007 on the reconstruction of
the main runway and installation of an
Instrument Landing System (ILS). Work
on the runway was expected to be complete
by the end of May 2007 (causing our April
AGM to be relocated – Ed) and will result
in the runway being widened to 30m in
width, strengthened and resurfaced. More
on http://www.oxfordairport.co.uk.
Perth (Scone) Airport, - http://www.
perthairport.co.uk -Tayside owners Morris
Leslie Ltd have announced plans to use two
of the runways for caravan storage, which is
expected to be more lucrative than flying.
This will leave one hard runway in use but
the centre ‘triangle’ has been seeded and
should be available for aircraft operations by
the middle of 2007.
Past experience on military closures
doesn’t give much long-term hope for St.
Mawgan/Newquay’s airfield in Cornwall
as a civil airport without a large cash
injection/new long term use from the public
sector. The present fire service and air traffic
control is run by the military. Its future long
term prospects as a civil airline terminus for
UK internal services are not good unless
more airlines serve it than the four current
users including Ryanair (one daily), Flybe
(one daily), Skybus (two/three daily) and
Air South West, the last having most daily
services. The Cornwall AirAmbulance
EC135 operates from here, but is supported
as a charity. More at More on http://www.
newquay-airport.co.uk.
The freehold of Tollerton,
Nottinghamshire airfield has been
purchased by current occupants Truman
Aviation Ltd. Previously leased from
Nottingham City Council, the 50-year lease
was not due to expire until 2013 but the
Council’s decision to sell the site raised fears
of its purchase for housing development.
In its new ownership the airfield is likely
to be renamed Nottingham City Airport
and significant investment will be made in
new developments, such as building a new
control tower and enhancing the look of the
airport. Other plans include re-opening the
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northerly runway to help reduce the noise
levels experienced by residents under the
present westerly climb-out paths.
(Airfield Research Group)

Changes to the use of SSR in
the vicinity of the aerodrome
traffic pattern

CAP 493, Manual Of Air Traffic Services,
currently requires aircraft which are below
3000ft, in the vicinity of an aerodrome
traffic pattern where SSR use is not
mandatory, to select SSR to standby.
With effect from 15th March 2007,
the above requirement will be removed in
order to facilitate greater availability of the
collision avoidance ‘safety net’ provided
by Airborne Collision Avoidance Systems
(ACAS). This change in policy toward SSR
use in the aerodrome traffic pattern follows
the successful outcome of a trial conducted
in Summer 2006 at a number of UK
aerodromes.
From 15th March 2007, pilots of
transponder-equipped aircraft will normally
operate within the aerodrome traffic pattern
with SSR transponders remaining on, with
Modes A and C selected (where fitted). Air
traffic controllers should, under normal
circumstances, no longer instruct aircraft
to squawk standby in the vicinity of the
aerodrome traffic pattern.
An Air Traffic Services Information
Notice (ATSIN) issued in February 2007
by the UK CAA Safety Regulation Group’s
Air Traffic Standards Department states
that, at the majority of UK aerodromes after
this date, pilots operating in the vicinity of
the aerodrome traffic pattern will merely
continue to operate using the discrete code
allocated by the appropriate ATS unit or,
where no discrete code is allocated, the
VFR conspicuity code 7000. However, at
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aerodromes with a high concentration
of visual circuit traffic, and where it
becomes necessary to reduce ATC display
label clutter, a specific ‘VFR Aerodrome
Traffic Pattern’ Conspicuity Code (7010)
will be available for use.
The following will be included in the
associated amendment to MATS Part 1:
‘The UK SSR Code Allotment Plan
includes a conspicuity code 7010 which
may be allocated by ATS units to
aircraft operating in the vicinity of the
aerodrome traffic pattern.’
When necessary to prevent
unacceptable cluttering of local, and/or
adjacent, units’ ATC radar displays
due to concentrations of pattern traffic
displaying discrete codes or Mode 3
Code 7000, the new ‘Aerodrome Traffic
Pattern’ conspicuity code 7010 should
be utilised. This code should be used
in combination with Code/Callsign
Distribution System (CCDS), or similar
systems, which may be configured under
local arrangements to display the code as
an appropriate symbol, thereby reducing
label clutter.
It also states that Controllers must
consider code 7010 and any associated
Mode C to be unvalidated and
unverified.
For the purposes of this ATSIN, the
‘vicinity of the aerodrome traffic pattern’
is normally to be interpreted as within
the ATZ boundary or, at aerodromes
without an ATZ, within a distance of
2nm from the aerodrome. This will allow
pilots planning to conduct a standard
overhead join to make any required
transponder changes before reaching
the start point for the procedure when
lookout will be a paramount airmanship
concern. Where safety and expediency
dictate that instructions for aircraft to
select this SSR code be issued at slightly
greater range from the aerodrome at
certain locations; this should be reflected
in MATS Part 2.
Aircraft conducting a straight-in
approach to land or completing an
instrument approach procedure should
not normally be instructed to make an
SSR change.

Help decide LORAN’s
future
For once the US is following the UK.
According to AINalerts news agency,
US Federal agencies are asking for
the public’s help to decide if there is a
need to continue to operate or invest
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in the LORAN-C radio navigation
system beyond Fiscal Year 2007
(which ends September 30). While the
current LORAN-C system is based on
technology developed in the 1960s, some
of the stations have been updated to
allow for an enhanced signal (eLORAN).
Although eLORAN would improve
both the accuracy and reliability of
transmissions and provide a precise
timing service, further funding would
be required before such a system could
be fully operational. The DOT and
Department of Homeland Security seek
public input on the various decisions
currently under consideration, namely (1)
the extent to which the current system
is used; and (2) the extent to which
eLORAN would be applied as either a
complementary service or as a backup
to GPS. Comments were due by 7th
February.

Single European sky
The CAA has issued an information
bulletin stating that the DfT (UK
Department for Transport) has now
written to the Commission confirming
its intentions for the UK implementation
of the Charging Regulation. With regard
to terminal charges, the UK has decided
not to apply this regulation to air
navigation services provided at airports
with less than 50,000 commercial
air transport movements per year. In
accordance with Article 18(2), the UK
intends to defer the application of Article
9 and Articles 11 to 15 in respect of
terminal charges until 1 January 2010.
The CAA’s Economic Regulation
Group (ERG) has been commissioned
to carry out a contestability assessment,
of those UK airports with 50,000 or
more but less than 150,000 commercial
air transport movements per year to
determine the extent to which the
conditions laid down in Annex 1
of the regulation are met. Once the
results of this assessment are known,
a decision will be taken by DfT as to
whether the provision of air navigation
services at some, or all, of these airports
may, in accordance with Article 1(6)
of the regulation be exempted from
the requirement to calculate terminal
charges and set unit rates as stipulated
in the regulation. Furthermore, during
2007, DfT will begin consultation with
air navigation service providers and
airspace users on the definition and
establishment of charging zones
as required by the regulation.
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PPL/IR Europe member Frank
Hettlich killed in ditching
On 16th February, our longest standing
German member, Dr. Frank Hettlich was killed
in a ditching accident off the coast of Brazil.
Since early January, Frank and his wife Dorise
had been extensively touring South America in
their Seneca III, D-GOMM.
Dorise returned via airliner to Capetown,
their South African base, and on 3 a.m.,
February 16th, Frank set off from Natal
on Brazil’s east coast for his 2,000 NM
transatlantic leg to Africa. Four hours into the
flight he suffered an engine failure. The closest
land being the island of Fernando de Noronha,
210 NM east of Natal and close to his track, he
established radio contact and headed back there
for an emergency landing. 23 minutes before
ETA, he disappeared from radar and half an
hour later, an emergency beacon signal from his
life raft was picked up.
A search was mounted using ships and two
aircraft, and the raft was located 2 1/2 hours
later, about 45 NM from the island, but low
flying aircraft could observe no sign of life
aboard the raft. A rescue vessel arrived at the
raft a further hour and a half later and found
Frank lifeless. Having survived the ditching, the
ever meticulous physician pilot had with him
his emergency rations, water maker, GPS and
paperwork, but is believed to have succumbed to
internal injuries sustained in the ditching.
At the time of writing, no details of the engine
failure or other circumstances of the accident are
available. The aircraft would have been heavily
loaded for its ferry flight but should have been
able to maintain level flight on one engine.
However, factors such as the inability to feather
the propeller on the failed engine may have
eroded this capability and forced the ditching.
Frank will be remembered by many PPL/
IR Europe members for his enthusiasm and
engaging manner. He loved flying even more
than life and was always prepared to help a
fellow pilot. Our thoughts are with Dorise and
their three daughters.
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Obtaining the JAR Instrument Rating
continued from page 3

I decide to slow down the training rate,
holding back on further sim slots and
focusing on the aircraft as this is where my
weaknesses were. I managed a total of four
sorties in June, July and August to keep
reasonably current, but the two months
were effectively lost. I spent my lonely hotel
evenings and weekends abroad revising
theory and, after the August consolidation,
passed my final theory exams in September.

Racing Winter
With the theory completed, I tried to
accelerate my training to finish before the
weather turned bad. That meant planning
four sorties per weekend. Two sim sessions
and two actual flights. The sim sessions
just continued with skill test profiles, while
in the aircraft I concentrated on approach
consolidation, then two skill test profiles
with an airways flight to Southend and
another one to Cambridge. Weather at
times interfered, with strong winds or
cloud at altitude with icing preventing
a few sorties, but by end of September I
was approaching test readiness. When
instructor sickness interfered, Stapleford
quickly drafted another instructor to
ensure I could keep training - I was truly
impressed by their commitment to have me
test-ready as early as possible.

Test preparation
Before a candidate is allowed to take the
test, he/she has to pass a “170A test”, in
which an instructor satisfies him/herself
that the candidate is ready before signing
CAA form 170A. I did a mock skill test
with an airways flight to Cambridge,
hold, ILS and NDB there and return to
Stapleford. With two embarrassing screwups I got a “borderline pass” and had to do
a “remedial training” sortie the following
weekend, but a CAA skill test was booked
for November 8, two weeks hence.
The day before the skill test, I flew the
expected route in the simulator, which also
brought my total hours to just above 50,
the required minimum.

Skill test in November? In a single?
The first test was fairly unambiguously
rained off, with the ceiling at Cranfield
hovering at 200ft. After a three hour wait
for the improvement forecast in the overoptimistic TAF, I finally gave up and
the test was re-booked for the following
Tuesday. That day, everything looked fine
except for strong winds at altitude (3040kt crosswind component across the hold,
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The JAA single-engine IR (A) course comprises at least 50 hours instrument time of which up
to 20 hours may be gained in a FNPT I, or up to 35 hours in a flight simulator or FNPT II
surface winds OK), and the examiners
at Cranfield cancelled all tests because
they have a testing limit of 30kt holding
crosswind. Not quite getting the point and
to remain current, I decided to fly a few
holds over an NDB using the Cranfield
tracks, followed by a few approaches at
Southend, after which I was glad I did not
try a test in these conditions. Even a 55
degree correction on the outbound leg was
not enough to make the inbound track in
the hold, and once blown through the track
it was very hard to get back - while not
missing the beacon outright, the ground
tracks must have looked interesting. After
landing I heard that my test was rebooked
for the next morning, which made me feel
good again about that silly sortie – at least I
felt very current.

Finally - the test
Next morning, the weather was fine, with
risk of some cloud (icing!) at airways levels
and a warm front moving in later, so we
set off from Stapleford to Cranfield for
the test. Stapleford send a “chaperone”
instructor rather than letting me fly to the
test alone - presumably to keep me from
committing suicide with the plane after
a failed test - which is a good thing as it
makes the flight to Cranfield a lot more
relaxing. The examiner is happy with my
weather assessment and off-airways “Plan
B” should we encounter icing, and after
checking the paperwork and my PLOG we
take off to an airways sector to Daventry
and then, after leaving the airway and
doing some air-work north of Cranfield,
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back to the field for a hold, an ILS and a
NDB approach to land. Apparently, with
singles the local examiners prefer this route
rather than flying the ILS elsewhere to
keep the test times shorter. Everything in
the test was as expected, and I made only
a few minor mistakes, so after vacating
the runway I heard the words “That was
a pass”. Almost an anticlimax, but in
consolation I had actually enjoyed most
of the test. After paying the hefty fees
at Cranfield, we flew back to Stapleford
into the approaching warm front, with
large parts of that flight in IMC – which,
funnily enough, was the most time spent in
actual IMC during the entire IR course.
So, after just under a year, I am the proud
holder of a JAR IR(A) (SE Only). It took
me 30 hours in the simulator and 21 hours
in an Arrow to be ready for test, which
is just above minimum hours on total. I
needed every single hour in the aircraft (six
more than minimum), but probably could
have done with a lot less in the simulator
– after flying every conceivable test route
twice we still had time for a trip from
Biggin Hill to Maastricht and back.
Considering that it took a few people I
know longer to get their PPL, I think that
the flying part is perfectly achievable for an
average PPL - the real killer is the theory:
few can afford 2.5-3.5 weeks of work, either
financially or because family holidays take
precedence. So, if you can’t or don’t want to
go the American route, give it a go - don’t
let yourself be deterred by the conventional
wisdom, it is perfectly possible.
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